
Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 
Fast, affordable and compact scanning 
for documents and more

Be More Productive
The Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 color sheetfed 
scanner quickly converts your documents, plastic 
cards and forms into digital files, then securely 
saves them on your computer or in the cloud 
ready to be accessed another day when needed. 
It can scan up to 44 images per minute (ipm) 
in duplex and includes a 50-page Automatic 
Document Feeder (ADF) that handles everything 
from business cards to A4/Letter size documents. 
The Xerox DocuMate 3125 has an exceptionally 
small footprint and will fit comfortably on 
any desk (especially when folded closed). It 
is the perfect solution for organizations that 
need to quickly convert paper documents into 
searchable PDF files to be shared, organized and 
protected. 

Advanced certified TWAIN™ and ISIS® drivers 
allow you to communicate with hundreds of 
Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and 
Document Image Management (DIM) software 
solutions making the DocuMate 3125 perfect for 
any office environment.

Scanning at the Touch of a Button
The DocuMate 3125 scanner allows users 
to scan to the “destination” of their choice 
by pressing a single button, eliminating the 
multiple steps usually required to save scanned 
documents in popular file formats. Simply 
select one of 9 preset (yet completely user 
configurable) destinations, and your documents 
will be scanned with the correct settings for 
resolution, color, cropping, and file format. Final 
images are delivered to virtually any application, 
folder or device – all at the touch of a button.

Scan with Confidence
Take a random stack of documents from your 
desk. Unless they came directly from a laser 
printer, they probably have a few marks on them, 
highlighted notes, stamps, wrinkles or smudges. 
The DocuMate 3125 includes software that 
enables your scanner to instantly improve the 
visual clarity of every document that you scan. 
It intelligently adjusts every page after being 
scanned to a crisp and clean image. And it not 
only improves image quality for the human eye, 
but the computer’s eye as well. Since OCR results 
are directly related to the clarity of scanned text, 
OCR accuracy is dramatically increased when you 
improve image quality.

• Scans plastic cards through the ADF 
• One touch scanning to multiple 

applications
• Image enhancement tools
• Ultrasonic double feed detection
• Create searchable PDF files to make it 

easy to find scanned documents
• 25 ppm and 44 ipm in duplex*

* 200 & 300 dpi, b&w, gray & color

NMSO Pricing: $376.94
Xerox Canada PN: 100N02793

Best Value, 
Category 1.1



For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca

Visioneer® 
OneTouch
OneTouch is an easy-to-use utility that connects 
the DocuMate® scanner with a powerful set 
of scanner settings to greatly improve the 
efficiency of your workflow — so that with one 
touch the document is scanned automatically to 
email, Microsoft® Word, your printer, a file folder, 
or to one of many cloud destinations. 

Acuity
Acuity enables your scanner to instantly improve 
the visual clarity of every document that you 
scan. Using advanced algorithms and dynamic 
thresholding Acuity will intelligently correct 
documents containing imperfections, improve 
quality of scanned images for archiving, increase 
OCR accuracy, and save time.

DriverPLUS
DriverPLUS is a new generation of driver 
technology that is based on TWAIN™ 2.1 
specifications that provides advanced features 
and greater reliability for both users and 
system integrators. DriverPLUS combines the 
features of advanced 32- and 64-bit native 
Windows®-based TWAIN and WIA drivers 
PLUS new Acuity optimization software and a 
sophisticated user interface. 

Nuance® 
PaperPort® 
Millions of professionals rely on PaperPort to 
save time and money by transforming paper 
documents into searchable digital documents. 
PaperPort combines the efficiency of document 

management, the convenience of superbly 
scanned documents and the power of creating 
PDF files, to bring a new level of operational 
proficiency to your organization. 

OmniPage® Pro 
OmniPage Pro provides a precise OCR and layout 
retention solution, quickly turning scanned 
documents into editable, formatted text. The 
text can then be used in virtually any word 
processing, desktop publishing or web publishing 
program.

Text Searchable PDF 
Transform volumes of paper or photos into 
organized digital files that can be quickly found, 
used and shared. In searchable PDF format, 
the user can instantly search documents for 
keywords or phrases. This provides additional 
archival benefits beyond traditional storage, and 
the widely accepted PDF format lets everyone 
view and print documents — on any computer. 
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Box Contents
• DocuMate 3125 Scanner
• Spare ADF Pad Assembly
• Power Cords
• USB Cable
• Power Supply
• Quick Installation Guide
• Technical Support Card
• DVD-ROM including:

 – User’s Manual
 – Nuance OmniPage Pro
 – Nuance PaperPort
 – Visioneer® OneTouch® 
 – Visioneer Acuity
 –  Scanner Drivers: TWAIN, EMC® 

Captiva® ISIS® and Microsoft 
Windows® Image Acquisition (WIA) 
Driver, Visioneer DriverPLUS,

PC Minimum System Requirements
• Intel® Pentium® 4 or equivalent processor
• Windows 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP ®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard disk space
• CD/DVD-ROM drive
• USB port

Xerox® DocuMate® 3125 Software Solutions

Original Raw Scan Acuity Enhanced Scan

Xerox® DocuMate 3125 Product Specifications

Model Number 100N02793 (Canada) XDM31255M-WU (United States)

Scan Speed 25 ppm / 44 ipm: 200 & 300 dpi b&w, grayscale, color

Scan Method Contact Image Sensor

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Interface Hi-speed USB 2.0 (1.1 compatible)

Detection Ultrasonic double feed detection

Dimensions (paper trays extended) 11.2"(w) x 10.25"(d) x 10.25"(h)  (284 x 261 x 261 mm)

Dimensions (paper trays folded) 11.2"(w) x 6.7"(d) x 6.5"(h)  (284 x 170 x 165 mm)

Weight 5.1 lb (2.3 kg)

ADF Minimum Document Size 2" x 2.9" (51 x 74 mm)

ADF Maximum Document Size 8.5" x 38" (216 x 965 mm)

ADF Capacity 50 pages (20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper) 

Duty Cycle 3,000 pages/day

http://www.xeroxscanners.ca


The DocuMate 3220 fits vertical and horizontal 
markets with ease. Any business or individual 
that needs to get better control of its paper 
volume will benefit from this scanner. Real estate, 
insurance, education, financial services, retail, 
healthcare offices will be impressed with this 
scanner’s ability to capture, share and securely 
process a variety of documents including plastic 
cards, photos, receipts, handwritten notes as well 
as laser-quality business documents.

The DocuMate 3220 can be used for personal 
finances, organization, document archiving, 
backup, sharing documents by email or network, 
collaborating with a group, reusing text from 
a printed document into your own electronic 
document without retyping, etc. There is almost 
no limit to the ways you can be more productive 
and organized.

Bundled software includes Nuance® PDF 
Converter, PaperPort®, OmniPage® Pro, 
Visioneer® OneTouch® with Acuity and TWAIN/
WIA drivers that provide compatibility to 
hundreds of applications. Easy-to-use Visioneer 
OneTouch makes scanning with one button 
simple. Press a button on the front panel 
and your document is scanned, OCR’d and 
delivered to any of 9 preset destinations or 
up to 99 customizable profiles (email, folder, 
printer, or any other application or device). 
These advanced features and scanning 
software would cost significantly more money 
if purchased separately, but are included in this 
high productivity package, ready to go.

Xerox® DocuMate® 3220 
Increase Productivity and Set  
Your Data Free

Xerox® DocuMate 3220
No longer is information held captive on 
paper. The Xerox® DocuMate® 3220 is a next 
generation duplex scanner that combines an A4/
US Letter sized flatbed and 65-sheet* capacity 
ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) to create an 
entry level scanner with all the best features of 
higher-end products. It can easily support the 
scanning needs of individuals in small and home 
offices or workgroups in the corporate world. 
Installation is as simple as inserting one DVD-
ROM disc and connecting the scanner to a host 
PC via a high-speed USB 2.0 cable.

The Xerox® DocuMate® 3220 includes a powerful 
and robust productivity software bundle that 
provides all the tools for a document centric 
professional who needs to better organize, 
manipulate and communicate paper in their 
business. Scan checks, documents, business 
cards, credit cards, photos or thick card stock with 
one touch simplicity. The elegant front panel 
provides simple single button control for at-
device scanning to any of 9 preset and up to 99 
completely customizable OneTouch scan profiles.

•  Low-cost, advanced color scanner
•  Fastest scanner in its class,  

23 ppm / 46 ipm
•  Robust full version software bundle, no 

lite versions here
•  Flexible. Flatbed or ADF scanning,  

no need to pick one or the other
•  OneTouch scanning to PDF, just one 

touch to your destination
•  Visioneer® Acuity image enhancement 

software
•  PDF and Searchable PDF file creation
•  Easy operation front panel buttons
•  Hi-Speed USB 2.0 connection =  

plug in and scan

NMSO Pricing: $423.37
Xerox Canada PN: 100N02855

Best Value, 
Category 4.1



Visioneer® 
OneTouch

OneTouch is an easy-to-use utility that connects 
the DocuMate® 3220 with a powerful set 
of scanner settings to greatly improve the 
efficiency of your workflow — so that with one 
touch the document is scanned automatically to 
email, Microsoft® Word, your printer, a file folder, 
or to one of many cloud destinations. 

Acuity

Acuity enables your scanner to instantly improve 
the visual clarity of every document that you 
scan. Using advanced algorithms and dynamic 
thresholding Acuity will intelligently correct 
documents containing imperfections, improve 
quality of scanned images for archiving, increase 
OCR accuracy, and save time.

DriverPLUS

DriverPLUS is a new generation of driver 
technology that is based on TWAIN™ 2.1 
specifications that provides advanced features 
and greater reliability for both users and 
system integrators. DriverPLUS combines the 
features of advanced 32- and 64-bit native 

Windows®-based TWAIN and WIA drivers 
PLUS new Acuity optimization software and a 
sophisticated user interface.

Nuance®

OmniPage® Pro 

OmniPage Pro provides a precise OCR and layout 
retention solution, quickly turning scanned 
documents into editable, formatted text. The 
text can then be used in virtually any word 
processing, desktop publishing or web publishing 
program.

PaperPort® 

Millions of professionals rely on PaperPort to 
save time and money by transforming paper 
documents into searchable digital documents. 
PaperPort combines the efficiency of document 
management, the convenience of superbly 
scanned documents and the power of creating 
PDF files, to bring a new level of operational 
proficiency to your organization. 

PDF Converter 

Nuance PDF Converter is the smarter PDF 
software choice for businesses. Combining 
powerful functionality, superior Microsoft Office® 

support, built-in intelligence, DMS integration, 
and intuitive ease of use, Nuance PDF Converter 
provides everything you need to create, convert, 
edit, assemble, and securely share PDF files for 
increased productivity, enhanced collaboration, 
and improved compliance.
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Minimum System Requirements

PC
• Intel® Pentium® 4 or equivalent
• Windows® 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP®

• 2GB RAM
• 350MB free hard disk space
• DVD-ROM drive
• USB Port

MAC
• 1.6 GHz or faster PowerPC G5 or 1.83 

GHz or faster Intel Core processor
• Mac OS® X v10.4, v10.5, or later 
• 2GB RAM
• 350MB free hard disk space
• CD-ROM drive 

USB Port

Contents 
• DocuMate 3220 Scanner
• Power Supply
• USB 2.0 Cable
• Quick Install Card
• Technical Support Card
• DVD-ROM (PC Software):

 – User’s Manual
 – Visioneer OneTouch with Acuity
 – Nuance PDF Converter
 – Nuance PaperPort
 – Nuance OmniPage Pro
 – Scanner Drivers: Visioneer DriverPLUS, 

TWAIN & Microsoft Windows Image 
Aquisition (WIA)

•  CD-ROM (Mac Software):
 – ExactScan 2 Lite Capture Application
 – NewSoft Presto! PageManager

Xerox® DocuMate® 3220 Software Solutions

For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca

Xerox® DocuMate 3220 Product Specifications

SKU Number (US) XDM32205M-WU

Scan Speed  
Black & White @ 200 dpi 
Color @ 150 dpi

23 ppm simplex / 46 ipm duplex 
13 ppm simplex / 26 ipm duplex

Scan Method Dual CIS (Contact Image Sensor)

Light Source Light Emitting Diode (LED)

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Background Black

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Interface Hi-speed USB 2.0 (USB 1.1 compatible)

Dimensions  17.9"(w) x 13"(d) x 5.5"(h)  (453 x 330 x 139 mm)

Weight 10 lbs. (4.6 kg)

Flatbed Maximum Document Size 8.5" x 11.78" (216 x 299 mm)

ADF Minimum Document Size 3.5" x 3.5" (89 x 89 mm)

ADF Maximum Document Size 8.75" x 38" (222 x 965 mm)

Maximum Document Weight (ADF) 28 lb. (105 g/m2)

ADF Capacity 65 sheets (20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper)

Duty Cycle 1,500 pages/day



Manage the Chaos 
Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection is built 
into the DocuMate 4440 so that you’ll never 
miss a page due to a misfeed or a stapled 
document going through the scanner. Kofax 
VRS (VirtualReScan®) technology is integrated 
into the scanner driver so that you get perfect 
scans from imperfect originals. Kofax VRS also 
eliminates the need to rescan documents 
through automatic cropping, straightening, 
brightness control and edge clean-up. All this is 
integrated into Visioneer® OneTouch® so your 
entire scanning requirements are achieved 
at the touch of a button. In the end, paper 
becomes information and flows through the 
organization under your control.

Effortless Control 
The DocuMate 4440 is powered by Visioneer 
OneTouch technology to scan documents 
instantly to one of 9 preset, yet completely 
configurable destinations. Visioneer OneTouch 
takes control of your document and scans it 
using the optimal settings for resolution, color, 
duplex, auto-crop, auto-straighten, file format 
and then delivers it to virtually any application, 
folder or device at the touch of a button! 
Working together with Kofax VRS technology, 
imagine the workflow possibilities of delivering 
perfect scanned paper documents in a 
searchable PDF format to email or Microsoft® 
SharePoint® or a custom web application for 
your enterprise, all at the touch of a button. 
Not only is this a productivity gain but greatly 
reduces the training requirements for scanner 
users, further helping your return on investment.

Xerox® DocuMate® 4440 
Fast and Versatile Scanning  
Ideal for Healthcare & Insurance

The DocuMate® 4440 is the fastest and easiest 
to use scanner in its class that enables users 
with an effective way to greatly reduce paper 
chaos, storage requirements, and security 
risks associated with unorganized paperwork 
at home or the office. The DocuMate 4440 is 
packed with features that will change how you 
look at and manage paper documents and 
information.

Healthcare & Insurance  
Applications
The versatility of the DocuMate 4440 is an 
attractive solution for healthcare and insurance 
applications. ID and insurance cards, as well 
as paper documents, can be scanned through 
the automatic document feeder (ADF) which 
holds up to 50 pages**. Fast scanning speeds of 
40 ppm and 80 ipm in duplex plus a 4,000 page/
day duty cycle means this scanner will be a high 
productivity addition to your document capture 
workflow, ready for anything.

•  Scans Insurance and ID cards  
through ADF

•  Scans documents at 40 ppm simplex, 
80 ipm duplex*

•  Visioneer OneTouch® scanning  
to multiple applications

•  Kofax® VRS™ delivers perfect scans 
from imperfect originals

•  Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection
•  Create searchable PDF files

*200 dpi, b&w 

**20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper

NMSO Pricing: $593.83
Xerox Canada PN: 100N02783

Best Value, 
Category 1.3



For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca

Visioneer® OneTouch®

Visioneer OneTouch is an easy-to-use utility that 
connects the DocuMate scanner with  
a powerful set of scanner settings to greatly 
improve the efficiency of your workflow —  
so that with one touch, the document is 
scanned automatically to email, Microsoft® 
Word, your printer, or simply a file folder.

In addition to scanning directly to all popular 
destinations, Visioneer OneTouch also links 
the DocuMate 4440 with industry-leading 
document management software, such as 
Xerox® DocuShare®, Microsoft SharePoint®, and 

DocuWare® — forming an easy-to-use workflow 
from paper to a selected destination. A Software 
Development Kit (SDK) is also available which 
provides the ability to develop specific links and 
integrate them into the Visioneer OneTouch 
control panel quickly and easily.

Kofax® VirtualReScan technology
Visioneer OneTouch with Kofax® VRS™ 
technology is an integrated software solution 
that combines the ease of Visioneer OneTouch 
scanning with the superior image quality 
achieved with Kofax VRS. This award winning 
patented technology automatically insures the 
best possible image quality and OCR accuracy 
for scanned document images. As pages pass 
through the scanner, VRS performs a multipoint 
inspection of each document, instantly 
checking and adjusting alignment (skew), 
brightness, contrast and image clarity.

Nuance® PaperPort® 
Millions of professionals rely on PaperPort to 
save time and money by transforming paper 
documents into searchable digital documents. 
PaperPort combines the efficiency of document 
management, the convenience of superbly 

scanned documents and the power of creating 
PDF files, to bring a new level of operational 
proficiency to your organization.

Text Searchable PDF
Transform volumes of paper or photos into 
organized digital files that can be quickly found, 
used and shared. In searchable PDF format, 
the user can instantly search documents for 
keywords or phrases. This provides additional 
archival benefits beyond traditional storage, 
and the widely accepted PDF format lets 
everyone view and print documents — on any 
computer.

Nuance OmniPage® Pro 
OmniPage Pro provides a precise OCR and 
layout retention solution, quickly turning 
scanned documents into editable, formatted 
text. The text can then be used in virtually any 
word processing, desktop publishing or web 
publishing program.
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Box Contents
• DocuMate 4440 Scanner
• Output/Input Trays
• Paper Guide Extension
• Spare ADF Pad Assembly
• Power Cords
• USB Cable
• Power Supply
• Quick Installation Guide
• Technical Support Card
• DVD-ROM including:

 – User’s Manual
 – Kofax VRS
 – Nuance OmniPage Pro
 – Nuance PaperPort
 –  Visioneer OneTouch with  

Kofax VRS technology
 –  Scanner Drivers: TWAIN, EMC® 

Captiva® ISIS® and Microsoft Windows 
Image Acquisition (WIA) Driver

PC Minimum System Requirements
•  Intel® Pentium® 4 or equivalent 

processor
•  Windows 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP ®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard disk space
• CD/DVD-ROM drive
• USB port

Xerox® DocuMate® 4440

Xerox DocuMate 4440 Product Specifications

Model Number 100N02783 (Canada) XDM44405M-WU (United States)

Model Number (VRS Pro) XDM44405M-WU/VP

Scan Speed 
40 ppm / 80 ipm: 200 dpi b&w, 150 dpi color 
33 ppm / 66 ipm: 300 dpi b&w, gray, color

Scan Method Dual CCD (Charge Coupled Device)

Background White (Grey on image)

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Interface Hi-speed USB 2.0 (1.1 compatible)

Detection UltrasonicDouble Feed Detection

Maximum Card Thickness 0.051" (1.3 mm)

Dimensions (paper trays extended) 11.6"(w) x 12.8"(d) x 15.7"(h)  (295 x 325 x 400 mm)

Weight 8 lb (3.6 kg)

ADF Minimum Document Size 3.4" x 2" (86 x 51 mm)

ADF Maximum Document Size 8.5" x 38" (216 x 965 mm)

Document Weight 7-110 lbs (28*-413 g/m2 paper)

ADF Capacity 50 pages (20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper) 

Duty Cycle 4,000 pages/day

*28g supports up to A6 paper size



Xerox® DocuMate® 4760  
Price and Performance Leader in its Class

Xerox® DocuMate® 4760
The Xerox® DocuMate® 4760 delivers 
high-quality production scanning to any 
organization, at an affordable price. With its 
powerful combination of image quality, easy-
to-use features and fast scanning speeds, it is 
the perfect solution for businesses looking to 
achieve high levels of flexibility within a low-
volume production scanning environment. The 
DocuMate 4760 scans documents at 60 ppm 
(simplex) and 120 ipm (duplex) at 300 dpi in 
color, grayscale, and black & white modes. It 
also includes a 150-page capacity Automatic 
Document Feeder (ADF), has the ability to scan 
a wide range of mixed document sizes (up to 
A3 / 11" x 17") and supports long document 
scanning up to 38" (965 mm).

Total Flexibility
You don’t always know what documents you will 
need to scan next. You might have clean laser-
quality pages today, but tomorrow there maybe 
multi-colored forms, A3 documents or even long 
legal forms. The DocuMate 4760 can handle it 
all with ease. The 150-page ADF makes short 
work out of any stack of paper of varying size, 
and it scans with a black background to facilitate 
a wide range of cropping techniques. 

Powerful Technology
The DocuMate 4760 is powered by technology 
to scan documents to up to 9 preset, yet 
completely configurable, destinations. This 
enables your document to be scanned with the 
correct settings for resolution, color, duplex, 
auto-crop, auto-straighten, file format and then 
delivered to virtually any application, folder or 
device. Imagine the workflow possibilities of 
delivering perfectly-scanned paper documents 
in a searchable PDF format to email, Xerox 
DocuShare or a custom web application for your 
enterprise — all at the touch of a button. Not 
only is this a great productivity gain but it greatly 
reduces the training requirements for scanner 
users, further helping your return on investment.

Intelligent Productivity 
Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection is built into 
the DocuMate 4760 so you’ll never miss a page 
due to a misfeed or a stapled document going 
through the scanner.

The DocuMate 4760 offers a professional 
software package, together with advanced 
TWAIN™ and ISIS® drivers, to enable 
communication with advanced electronic 
content management (ECM) software 
applications. Productivity has never been so easy 
or affordable. The DocuMate 4760 is as serious 
as you are about scanning. 

• 60 ppm in simplex and 120 ipm  
in duplex*

• 150 pages ADF capacity**
• Scans documents up to A3 (11" x 17") size
• Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection®

• Perfect scans from imperfect originals
•  One touch scanning to multiple 

applications including Xerox® 
DocuShare® and Microsoft® SharePoint®

* at 300 dpi black & white, grayscale, color, also  
up to 80 ppm/160 ipm at 200 dpi black & white & 
grayscale 
** 20 lb. paper (75-80 g/m2)

NMSO Pricing: $2,758.47
Xerox Canada PN: 100N02794
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Minimum System Requirements
• Intel® Pentium® 4 or equivalent processor
• Windows® 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard drive space
• DVD-ROM drive
• USB 2.0 port

Contents
• DocuMate 4760 Scanner
• Power Supply
• USB 2.0 Cable
• Quick Install Card
• Technical Support Card
• Paper Input & Output Trays
• DVD-ROM including:

 – User’s Manual
 – Kofax VRS 
 – Nuance OmniPage Pro
 – Visioneer® OneTouch® with Kofax VRS 

technology 
 – Scanner Drivers: TWAIN, EMC Captiva 

ISIS®, Microsoft Windows Image 
Acquisition (WIA)

Xerox® DocuMate® 4760 Software Solutions
Visioneer® OneTouch®

Visioneer OneTouch is an easy to use utility that 
connects the buttons on the Xerox® DocuMate® 
scanner with a powerful set of scanner settings 
to greatly improve the efficiency of your 
workflow — so that with one touch, the document 
is scanned automatically to email, Microsoft® 
Word, your printer, or simply a file folder.

In addition to scanning direct to all popular 
destinations, Visioneer OneTouch also links 

the DocuMate 3460 with industry-leading 
document management software, such as 
Microsft Sharepoint®, DocuWare and Xerox® 
DocuShare® — forming an easy to use workflow 
from paper to a selected destination. A Software 
Development Kit (SDK) is also available which 
provides the ability to develop specific links and 
integrate them into the Visioneer OneTouch 
control panel quickly and easily.

Choose Kofax® VirtualReScan® 
(VRS) Basic or Pro
Visioneer OneTouch with Kofax VRS technology 
is an integrated software solution that combines 
the ease of Visioneer OneTouch scanning with 
the superior image quality achieved with Kofax 
VRS. Kofax VRS is an award winning, patented 
technology that automatically insures the best 
possible image quality and OCR accuracy for 
scanned document images. As pages pass 
through the scanner, VRS performs a multipoint 
inspection of each document, instantly checking 
and adjusting alignment (skew), brightness, 
contrast, and image clarity.

Nuance® OmniPage®Pro
Provides a precise OCR and layout retention 
solution, quickly turning scanned documents 
into editable, formatted text. The text can then 
be used in virtually any word processing, desktop 
publishing or web publishing program.

Text Searchable PDF
Transform volumes of paper or photos into 
organized digital files that can be quickly found, 
used and shared. In PDF format, the user can 
instantly search documents for keywords or 
phrases. This provides additional archival 
benefits beyond traditional storage, and the 
widely accepted PDF format lets everyone view 
and print documents — on any computer.

For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca

Xerox® DocuMate® 4760 Product Specifications

Model Number (VRS Basic) XDM47605M-WU

Model Number (VRS Pro) XDM47605M-WU/VP

Scan Speed
60 ppm simplex / 120 ipm duplex at 300 dpi, Color, grayscale or black & white
80 ppm simplex / 160 ipm duplex at 200 dpi, grayscale or black & white

Scan Method Fast Duplex ADF (Automatic Document Feeder)

Imaging Sensor Dual CCD (Charge Coupled Device)

Background Black

Detection Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Interface Hi-Speed USB 2.0 (USB 1.1 compatible)

Dimensions 16.8" x 10.9" x 8.6" (427 x 277 x 218 mm)

Weight 19.8 lb. (9 kg)

ADF Maximum Document Size 11.7" x 38" (297 x 965 mm)

ADF Minimum Document Size 3" x 2" (76 x 51 mm)

Document Weight 7 to 110 lb. (28 ~ 413 g/m²)

ADF Capacity 150 sheets (20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper)  

Duty Cycle 5,000 pages/day



Overcome Your Fear of Difficult 
Documents 
Versatility, high-speed and superior reliability 
make the Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 a powerful 
scanner for demanding environments. With 
up to a 40,000 page per day duty cycle, this 
innovative workhorse scans up to 112 pages 
per minute and employs three advanced sensor 
systems: ultrasonic double feed detection, 
stapled document detection and intelligent 
feed control to ensure that your scan job will 
not get interrupted. 

Documents of various sizes can be stacked 
together in the automatic feed tray without 
worry because the Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 
employs not one, but three ultrasonic double 
feed detection sensors to cover the entire 
width of a document. The scanner has 
another set of sensors designed to detect 
staples anywhere in a document. As soon as 
a staple is detected, the scanning process is 
halted — minimizing damage to the optical 
glass and your documents. A third set of sensors 
constantly monitors the thickness of documents 
being fed into the scanner and automatically 
adjusts the roller pressure to ensure that all 
pages are accurately fed. This combination of 
sensors creates one of the most reliable feed 
mechanisms available today. 

Up to 350 mix-sized documents can be stacked 
in the center of the automatic feeder. There 
is no need to organize documents according 
to their size, so scanning is fast, easy and 

efficient. A pre- and post-scan imprinter is also 
available for the Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 and 
is supported through the included TWAIN™ and 
ISIS® drivers. 

Advanced Image Processing  
Technology
The Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 provides both 
high quality image enhancement and increased 
productivity with Kofax® VRS™ Professional 
AIPE-EBC for auto-everything scanning, 
including Auto Rotation, Blank Page Deletion 
and Auto Color Detect. VRS Professional 
improves your workflow and reduces the total 
time needed to scan even the largest volumes 
of mixed batch documents. Taken together, 
the Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 and the Kofax 
VRS Professional bundle translate into real and 
measurable savings — fewer manual steps, 
reduced storage requirements and less operator 
intervention. 

When the occasional paper jam happens, 
the Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 is very easy to 
maintain. Its unique “clamshell” design allows 
full access to the entire paper path, so you 
can clear paper jams or clean the unit without 
calling a service technician. The rollers are 
easy to replace, improving the unit’s cost 
effectiveness, and have a long service life.

Xerox® DocuMate® 4799  
Versatile High-Speed Scanner Provides Extra  
Performance for Heavy Scanning Demands

• 112 ppm / 224 ipm* at 300 dpi
• A3 (11" x 17") paper size
• ADF holds 350 pages†

• 3 Ultrasonic double feed detection sensors
•  Pre- & Post-Scan Imprinter (sold 

separately)
• Color Space Compatibility with Xerox® 

iGen® Digital Press
• Xerox® FreeFlow Makeready® Supported

*  Landscape US letter and A4, b&w, gray & color.

† 20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper

NMSO Pricing: $8,349.90
Xerox Canada PN: 100N02843
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Xerox® DocuMate® 4799

Box Contents
• DocuMate 4799 Scanner
• Quick Installation Guide
• Technical Support Card
• Blower w/Brush
•  Roller Cleaning Paper, Cleaning Paper Card
•  Shading Sheet, Shading Caution Leaflet
• DFP (Double Feed Protection) Roller
• Hopper Cushion
• Stacker Pad
• AC Power Cord US (1), Euro/UK (2)
• USB Cable
• DVD-ROM including:

 – User’s Manual
 –  Kofax VRS Pro (with AIPE-EBC) or with 

VRS Basic depending on SKU
 – Nuance® OmniPage® Pro
 – Visioneer OneTouch with Kofax 

VRS technology
 – Scanner Drivers: TWAIN™, EMC 

Captiva ISIS®, Microsoft® Windows® 
Image Acquisition (WIA) Driver

PC Minimum System Requirements
• Intel® Pentium® 4 or equivalent processor
• Windows 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP ®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard disk space
• CD/DVD-ROM drive
• USB port

Xerox® DocuMate® 4799 Product Specifications

Model Number w/VRS Pro (US)
Model Number w/VRS Basic (US)

XDM47995D-WU
XDM47995D-VRS/B

Model Number w/VRS Pro (Euro/UK)
Model Number w/VRS Basic (Euro/UK)

XDM47995E-WU
XDM47995E-VRS/B

Scan Speed 
112 ppm / 224 ipm (black & white, grayscale, or color @ 150, 200, or 300 dpi, 
landscape A4 and US letter)

Scan Method Automatic Document Feeder with Single Pass

Imaging Sensor Dual Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) / White LED light source

Background Switchable black or white background

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black & white

Other Functions
Length control, barcode detection (ISIS), patch code detection, 
Automatic separation, control sheet, long paper mode

Interface Hi-speed USB 2.0 (1.1 compatible)

Detection Ultrasonic double feed detection (3 positions), stapled document detection

Accessories DocuMate 4700 flatbed scanner, Pre- & Post-Scan Imprinter

ADF Minimum Document Size 1.9" x 2.8" (48 mm x 70 mm) 

ADF Maximum Document Size 11.7" x 17" (297 × 432 mm); custom lengths up to 100" (2540 mm)

ADF Capacity Up to 350 sheets  (20 lb., 75-80 g/m2 paper)

Document Weight

Thin mode: 5 - 13 lbs. (20 - 50 g/m2)

Normal mode: 13 - 42 lbs. (50 - 157 g/m2)

Thick mode: 42 - 56 lbs. (157 - 209 g/m2)

Auto mode: 5 - 42 lbs. (20 - 157 g/m2)

Document Thickness
1.9 - 7.9 mils (0.04 - 0.2 mm) Straight path: max. 23.6 mils (0.6 mm)  
Note: 1 mil = 0.001"

Duty Cycle 40,000 pages/day

Power Requirement AC 100 – 240 V, 50/60 Hz

Power Consumption

Maximum (Scanning) 110 watts 

Minimum (Standby) 45 watts 

Sleep Mode 4 watts or less

Operating Environment
Temperature: 59°F - 86°F (15°C - 30°C)

Humidity: 10 - 80% RH

Storage Environment
Temperature: 32°F - 104°F (0°C - 40°C)

Humidity: 10 - 80 % RH

Dimensions 18.7"(w) x 23"(d) x 13"(h) (474 x 585 x 329 mm)

Weight 55 lbs. (25 kg)

Kofax® VRS™ Technology
Visioneer® OneTouch® with Kofax VirtualReScan 
technology is an integrated software solution 
that combines the ease of Visioneer OneTouch 
scanning with the superior image quality 
achieved with Kofax VRS. The DocuMate 4790 is 
available with either Kofax VRS Pro AIPE/EBC, or 
Kofax VRS Basic. While VRS provides world-class 
thresholding, cropping, and deskew, AIPE (or the 
Adrenaline Image Processing Engine) is a Kofax 

software product that adds a range of functions 
to your ImageControls scan application. AIPE 
software includes the Enhanced Bar Code 
engine and Patch Code detection, which support 
any image type (bitonal, grayscale or color). For 
bitonal image processing, AIPE provides Forms 
Recognition, On-the-Fly Rotation, Line Removal, 
and a range of Image Enhancement Filters. 
(AIPE is also a solution for stored images of any 
format: color, grayscale or bitonal). 

Warranty Information
• Standard 90-Day Warranty
• Optional 1-5 year Advanced Exchange
• Optional 1-5 year Next Day Business *
• Optional 1-5 year 4-hour response *
Consumables:
• 4799ROLL-KIT - User installable roller 

assembly. The roller kits last up to 
400,000 scans depending on scanning 
conditions. 

*Includes 1 preventive maintenance visit per year 
Coverage is available 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Pacific Time, Monday 
through Friday (excluding US holidays)

For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca



Xerox® Travel Scanner 150 
The Complete Mobile Scanning Solution

What is the benefit of being able 
to scan from anywhere?
Whether you’re on a business trip or work in a 
mobile environment, you collect paper in your 
travels. Business cards, receipts, contracts, 
forms, and photos. And it all has to wait in an 
overcrowded bag or briefcase (sometimes even 
pockets, wallets and purses) until you get back to 
your office, where you are already burdened with 
a to-do list. If you get your documents organized 
while you are on the road, you will have less to 
worry about when you get back to the office.

The Xerox® Travel Scanner 150 is lightweight (less 
than 12 ounces, 340 grams), smaller than a three-
hole punch and needs no AC outlet. Just connect 
the USB cable to your laptop, insert a document 
and you’re scanning. (If you can insert a dollar bill 
into a change machine, you have the scanning 
operation mastered.) And not just scanning, but 
scanning to popular and productive destinations 
such as email and Word, local/network/cloud 
storage or Microsoft SharePoint. 

The secret to staying organized
If you take care of paper when you first receive 
it, then you won’t have big piles to deal with 
later. Documents from the road can’t always 
wait for your trip home. With the Xerox Travel 
Scanner 150 you can scan business cards 
after your meeting; they will be intelligently 
recognized and the data is sync’d with your 

Outlook Contacts or smartphone, immediately, 
as in, right now. Your receipts will no longer get 
lost (and you’re not out $25 for a lost cab fare 
receipt). Work on and complete your expense 
report before your plane lands.

Who needs to scan documents?
The business traveler: The “road warrior”.  All the 
tools of the office need to be in their bag, not 
just at their desk.

The insurance adjuster: Every client has photos 
and forms. Every body shop has bills that need 
to be paid. No time to wait. They need to be 
scanned and sent now.

The construction contractor: Plans, permits, 
contracts, invoices. These important documents 
need to be captured to keep business moving 
and to keep it secure.

The real estate broker: Timing is the difference 
between a sale made and a sale lost. 
Agreements, deposits, notes and drawings 
need to be shared with banks, clients, builders, 
attorneys.

These are just a sampling of professionals that 
rely on high-quality mobile scanners with which 
they can travel to capture, secure and share the 
documents that keep their business moving. 
The Xerox® Travel Scanner 150 is the secret of 
their success.

• Instant scan to searchable PDF for easy 
search and retrieval

• USB Powered – No external power supply 
needed

• Auto-crop, Auto-straighten, Auto-
brightness 

• Lightweight (12 oz. / 340 grams) 
• Scans items up to 8.5" (216 mm) wide 

and 14" (356 mm) long

NMSO Pricing: $120.98
Xerox Canada PN: 101N02792

Best Value, 
Category 5.1



For more information about the Xerox line of scanners, visit www.xeroxscanners.ca
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Minimum System Requirements
• Pentium® IV or equivalent processor
• Windows® 8 / 7 / Vista® / XP®

• 2GB RAM
• 350 MB available hard drive space
• DVD-ROM drive
• USB 2.0 port

Contents
• Travel Scanner 150
• USB 2.0 Cable
• Quick Install Card
• Technical Support Card
• DVD-ROM including:

 – User’s Manual
 – Nuance OmniPage Pro
 – Nuance PaperPort
 – Nuance PDF Converter
 – Presto! BizCard™
 – Visioneer® OneTouch® 
 – Visioneer Acuity
 –  Scanner Drivers: TWAIN, Microsoft 

Windows® Image Acquisition (WIA) 
Driver, Visioneer DriverPLUS

Visioneer® 
OneTouch

OneTouch is an easy-to-use utility that connects 
the Travel Scanner 150 with a powerful set 
of scanner settings to greatly improve the 
efficiency of your workflow — so that with one 
touch the document is scanned automatically to 
email, Microsoft® Word, your printer, a file folder, 
or to one of many cloud destinations. 

Acuity
Acuity enables your scanner to instantly improve 
the visual clarity of every document that you 
scan. Using advanced algorithms and dynamic 
thresholding Acuity will intelligently correct 
documents containing imperfections, improve 
quality of scanned images for archiving, increase 
OCR accuracy, and save time.

DriverPLUS
DriverPLUS is a new generation of driver 
technology that is based on TWAIN™ 2.1 

specifications that provides advanced features 
and greater reliability for both users and 
system integrators. DriverPLUS combines the 
features of advanced 32- and 64-bit native 
Windows®-based TWAIN and WIA drivers 
PLUS new Acuity optimization software and a 
sophisticated user interface. 

Nuance® 
PaperPort® 

Millions of professionals rely on PaperPort to 
save time and money by transforming paper 
documents into searchable digital documents. 
PaperPort combines the efficiency of document 
management, the convenience of superbly 
scanned documents and the power of creating 
PDF files, to bring a new level of operational 
proficiency to your organization. 

OmniPage® Pro 
OmniPage Pro provides a precise OCR and layout 
retention solution, quickly turning scanned 

documents into editable, formatted text. The 
text can then be used in virtually any word 
processing, desktop publishing or web publishing 
program.

PDF Converter 

Nuance PDF Converter is the smarter PDF 
software choice for businesses. Combining 
powerful functionality, superior Microsoft® 
Office® support, built-in intelligence, DMS 
integration, and intuitive ease of use, Nuance 
PDF Converter provides everything you need to 
create, convert, edit, assemble, and securely share 
PDF files for increased productivity, enhanced 
collaboration, and improved compliance.

Xerox® Travel Scanner 150 Software Solutions

Original  Raw Scan Acuity Enhanced Scan

Xerox Travel Scanner 150 Product Specifications

Model Number XTravel-Scan150

Scanner Speed (US Letter size) 10 sec/page @ 200 dpi, b&w  10 sec/page @ 150 dpi, color

Optical Resolution 600 dpi

Output Bit Depth 24-bit color, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit b&w

Imaging Sensor CIS (contact image sensor)

Light Source LED (light emitting diode) instant on

Scan Method Fast Sheetfed, AutoLaunch™

Interface Hi-Speed USB 2.0 (USB 1.1 compatible)

Maximum Document Size 8.5" x 14" (216 x 356 mm)

Minimum Document Size 3" x 2" (76 x 51 mm)

Document Weight 18-32 lbs. (68-120 g/m2)

Scanning Media Supported Paper, plastic ID cards, photos

Dimensions 11.7"(w) x 2"(d) x 1.7"(h)  (297 x 51 x 38 mm)

Weight 12 ounces (0.34 kg)


